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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to propose a conceptual model for data security in the Internet of
thing devices. Estimated by Jumoki in early 2018 to 2022, there will be about 18 billion
connected Io devices. Therefore many issue related to IoT devices were discussed especially
data security. Cryptography with lightweight features is one of the focus area by researchers
to develop a powerful cryptography scheme for IoT devices. Lightweight cryptography scheme
has been discussed and proposed widely recently. There are AES, PRESENT, Hash algorithm
declared as a lightweight algorithm under consideration in ISO/IEC 29192 “Lightweight
Cryptography”. Unfortunately these lightweight algorithm is one-to-one communication
cryptography technique. This algorithm is very practical to implement for individuals or for
small group communication but unpractical when implemented in a big company where many
users can become a bottleneck. Therefore we propose a lightweight Ciphertext Policy-Attribute
Based Encryption (CP-ABE) algorithm to implement in IoT devices. CP-ABE algorithm is oneto-many technique suitable for secure grouping communication, but this algorithm is not a
lightweight feature. Therefore this paper proposes a lightweight CP-ABE algorithm for IoT
devices.
Keywords: Cryptography, ABE, CP-ABE, Lightweight Cryptography, Internet of Thing.

1.

Introduction

Cryptography was known as encryption become an important thing in data security,
especially enabling safe internet communications in cloud computing. In cryptography,
lightweight issues have long been identified and many studies have been conducted in
producing more lightweight cryptography methods especially for constrain device such as IoT
device. Lightweight cryptography was standardized with the properties of lightweight
cryptography discussed in ISO/IEC 29192 (Katagi & Moriai, 2008). In ISO/IEC 29192,
lightweight properties are described based on target platforms.
Cryptographic algorithm tailored with constrained resources including RFID tags, sensors,
contactless smart cards, health-care devices and so on. Figure 1 show IoT devices role was
connected today. In hardware implementations, chip size and/or energy consumption are the
important measures to evaluate the lightweight properties. In software implementations, the
smaller code and/or RAM size are preferable for the lightweight applications. Security solutions
need to consider the efficiency and lightweight requirements if they want to produce a method
that can be used on lightweight devices to ensure that it does not increase the processing time
(Yang et al., 2016a),(Yang et al., 2016b).
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AES was known as lightweight cryptography if compared to RSA because AES is a
symmetric key cryptography, it's using a small size of keys and only has one key for both
encrypting and decrypting processes. Similarly with IBE, many researchers have developed
IBE which is more lightweight and suitable for implementation in constraint devices. But all of
these algorithms are for one-to-one communication, it is better suited for communication
between individuals and small groups that do not involve many users. To meet the security
requirements in the cloud system, one-to-many communication is required to facilitate data
sharing and to ensure data security.
Previously people familiar with some well-known cryptograpy algorithms such as AES,
RSAs are commonly used to ensure data security, but it provides problems for users to share
data or ciphertext and requires a lot of steps to share data with many users because those
algorithm is one-to-one communication encryption technique (Yuan, 2016; Muhammad et. al.,
2018)).

Figure 1: Role of IoT devices (Agarwal, 2015)

People put a lot emphasis on protecting one-to-one communication such as RSA, AES, and
Elliptic Curve scheme while the security of group communication is usually overlooked. Using
a shared group key is the most common way that people do secure group communication. Oneto-one encryption, already cannot satisfy the demands of practical applications (Chen and Gerla
2009; Qin et. al., 2014). This is because each user should have his/her own public/private key
pairs. This strategy will incur bloated cloud storage with heavy redundancy and reduplication.
For example, an institute has 1000 staﬀ and the administrator wants to grant 300 of them the
privilege to access an electronic document. The document has to be encrypted for 300 times
using diﬀerent public keys and each ciphertext is deferent from others. The administrator needs
to carefully send each ciphertext to right recipient. If many documents should be distributed,
handling so many ciphertexts will become a bottleneck (Doshi and Jinwala 2012; Qin et. al.,
2012). As shown in figure 2, that is different between one to one encryption and one to many
encryption. In One to Many encryption, once data owner encrypt the file, then he put the
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ciphertext in cloud, so user just decrypt file from cloud, so this method is more practical and
systematically for company or institution with big size of users.
One to Many Encryption
User
Cloud
Data owner
Encrypt file A

File A

Decrypt file A

One to One Encryption

User

File

Data owner
Encrypt file A

File A

Figure 2. One to many Encryption and One to One Encryption
Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) scheme has obvious advantages in terms of eﬃciency
and is ﬁt for large scale network environment, such as cloud systems. The key contribution of
this paper is to discuss and conclude the development of ABE and specifically is Ciphertext
Policy- Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE). CP-ABE was a type of ABE and become better
than Key Policy-Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE) based on specification of CP-ABE
provide fine-grain access control. Although CP-ABE scheme was better than KP-ABE scheme,
it still has a problem and needs to be improved. These issues will be discussed in this paper and
the solutions proposed by the previous scheme. In this paper, firstly we review the different
variants of CP-ABE problems and secondly, study the solution approaches that proposed by
researcher
In one-to-many technique, one ciphertext can be accessed by many users as long as it meets
the access policy specified in the ciphertext. This makes it easy for the data owner because it
does not have to send one by one the same ciphertext to different users. This method is very
efficient for a large company that has many users (Vaanchig et al., 2016). Goyal first person
who introduced the concept of grouping by developing an Attribute based encryption (ABE).
Then Sahai and water introduce (CP-ABE) more efficient because users have the right to
determine who is eligible to access the ciphertext.
Many encryption algorithm can offer short decryption keys. For example, identity-based
broadcast encryption (Delerablée, 2007), identity-based encryption with traitor tracing (Guo et
al., 2012), multi-identity single-key decryption (Guo et al., 2013). Unfortunately, a few
researcher in attribute-based encryption scheme offers short decryption keys. CP-ABE Instead
of decryption key, ciphertext is also have problem with the size because it’s depend on number
of Boolean in access policy. Therefore key design criteria in a CP-ABE scheme should include
constant size secret key and constant size ciphertext, as well as a cost efﬁcient mechanism for
encryption and decryption.
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2.

Related work

Sahai and Waters (Sahai & Waters, 2005) made some initial steps to improve the primitives
existing encryption scheme with one-to-one communication features by introduced the concept
of Attributed-Based Encryption (ABE). The idea of ABE is grouping technique, means that
user or decryptor will be scale in group. Therefore, one ciphertext can be decrypted by one
group of users with certain attribute, stated in access policy by encryptor. ABE scheme has
obvious advantages in terms of eﬃciency and is ﬁt for large scale network environment, such
as cloud systems. In an ABE system, a user’s keys and ciphertexts are labeled with sets of
descriptive attributes and a particular key can decrypt a particular ciphertext only if there is a
match between the attributes of the ciphertext and the user’s key.
The ABE scheme is allowed for decryption when at least k attributes overlapped between
a ciphertext and a private key. While this primitive was shown to be useful for error-tolerant
encryption with biometrics, the lack of impressibility seems to limit its applicability to larger
systems.Attribute-based encryption (ABE) enforces encrypted data to be decrypted with a
secure access control mechanism that the assigned attributes must satisfy the access policies
associated with ciphertext and private keys. ABE has become a promising cryptographic
primitive providing one-to-many encryption.
2.1

Ciphertext Policy-Attribute Based Encryption

After the notion of Attribute-based Encryption (ABE) was introduced by Sahai and
Waters (2005), after that Goyal et al. (2006) has proposed the ﬁrst KP-ABE system, in which
ciphertexts are associated with attributes, and secret keys are associated with access policies.
Then BSW (Bethencourt, Sahai et al. 2007) has proposed CP-ABE scheme contrast with KPABE where attribute is associated with private key and access policy is associated with
ciphertext and become better than Key Policy-Attribute Based Encryption (KP-ABE) based on
specification of CP-ABE provide fine-grained access control, CP-ABE scheme in which the
data owner hold direct control on access policy and decide who should or should not have
access to the ciphertext. Then, Cheung and Newport (Cheung & Newport, 2007) proposed
another CP-ABE in which the access structures are AND gates. Both scheme is based on
bilinear map and pairing based cryptography practically implementing fine grained access
control for data owner to control deep security and very usable in cloud system.
In the fundamental of CP-ABE, each entity can have attributes and each attribute is a
descriptive string. Many entities may share common attributes, which allows encryptors to
specify a secure data access policy over the shared attributes to reach a group of receivers. For
example group of computer science, there are more than one entity have attribute of computer
science. Ciphertext policy- Attribute based encryption schemes faced with bulky ciphertext
problem, it’s because In CP-ABE, ciphertext is associated with an access policy, so the more
boolean of access policy, the bigger size of ciphertext. In most of the existing CP-ABE schemes
the size of the ciphertext increases linearly with increase in a number of attributes in access
policy which incurs very large ciphertext size leading to computational overheads and several
security infringements (Tamizharasi et al., 2016a) .For example, the message size in BSWCPABE (Bethencourt, Sahai et al. 2007) starts at about 630 bytes, and each additional attribute
adds about 250-300 bytes. Previous privacy preserving schemes protect the access policies but
require large linearly increasing ciphertext size. There is no work that can achieve privacypreservation and constant ciphertext size at the same time (Zhou, Huang et al. 2015).
The common technique so far to construct such access control is based on LSSS matrix
(linear secret sharing scheme) In LSSS-based schemes, the ciphertext is usually linear in the
size of the access boolean formula which is not as small as expected especially when the access
boolean formula is in DNF form. The weakness of LSSS technique is when the size of the
access Boolean formula is bigger than the number of clauses. (Zhou, Huang et al. 2015) propose
a novel PP-CP-ABE construction, named Privacy Preserving Constant-size Ciphertext Policy
Attribute Based Encryption (PP-CP-ABE), which enforces hidden access policies with
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wildcards and incurs constant-size conjunctive headers, regardless of the number of attributes.
Otherwise (Li, Gu et al. 2017) presents a new CP-ABE system based on the ordered binary
decision diagram (OBDD). Therefore (Malluhi, Shikfa et al. 2017) was proposed a CP-ABE
scheme supporting ﬁne-grained, small ciphertext size, the ciphertext size is linear in either the
size of the access boolean formula or the number of clauses depending on which is smaller
between them. Tamizharasi has proposed a privacy-preserving CP-ABE scheme that
significantly reduces the ciphertext size to be constant with any number of the user given
attributes in a meaningful manner.
Table 1 shows previous research focuses on constant ciphertext and a constant private
key. The proposed algorithm is focused on one either private key or ciphertext. Schemes with
constant size ciphertexts (Zhang et al., 2014), (Emura et al., 2009),(Herranz et al., 2010) and
constant size secret keys (Emura et al., 2009),(Guo et al., 2014) with an expressive access
structure based on bilinear maps have been proposed. According to (Zheng et al., 2015) and (Li
et al., 2014), the schemes based on bilinear maps, which is signiﬁcantly more costly than
schemes based on conventional cryptosystems. Besides that, even though Emura makes the size
is constant, but it uses the structure (n, n) threshold. Where the threshold property is the number
of attributes in the access structure and the user attribute in the private key must be the same.
Thus, designing a cost efﬁcient and expressive access structure CP-ABE with the constant size
secret keys and ciphertexts using conventional public-key cryptosystems remains a research
challenge.
Table 1: CP-ABE scheme with constant private key and constant ciphertext
Size
Private Key
Ciphertext
(2|A| + 1)
(2|P| + 1) G

Author
BSW(Bethencourt et al., 2007)

G
(n + |A|)

(Herranz et al., 2010)

3.

G

+ Gt
2G + Gt

(Emura et al., 2009)

2G

2G + Gt

(Zhang et al., 2014)

(n +1) G

2G + Gt

(Guo et al., 2014)

2G

(Odelu et al., 2017)

2G

(n - |P| + 2 )
G + GT + L
3G + L

Proposed Conceptual Model

The weakness of CP-ABE is in terms of size decryption key and ciphertext, because it’s
growing linearly with the number of attributes, if the number of attributes is more, then the size
key will be bigger because attribute combined with the key. And this will be a barrier to
constrain devices such as IoT. Each device has a different number of attributes. The challenge
is to produce a constant size ciphertext, and making the size ciphertext is not dependent on the
number of boolean in the access policy (Odelu et al., 2017; Sembiring et. al., 2010). As well as
the challenge for generating a size private key that is constant and independent of the size
attribute. This is because the attribute will be combined with the user private key and it should
match the boolean in the access policy (Ambrosin et al., 2016). Thereby enabling the process
decryption to succeed.
As shown in figure 3, this is theoretical framework proposed. Four important component
involved in this framework. The first is the key authority or key center. The key center will
generate a public key and also a private key for the user. It also has the power to verify the
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user's status by ensuring that the attribute used by the user is correct. Therefore the key authority
plays a very important role in ensuring data security. The second is data owner. The data owner
is the individual who will encrypt the data and he also will determine who has the right to access
the data. The group of user that has access to the data will be specified in the access policy, and
the access policy will be merged together with the ciphertext.
Third component is cloud, after data owner encrypts the data and put the ciphertext to
cloud. Cloud is a storage that gathers thousands of servers and provides client service storage
according to user requirements. Data security needs to be emphasized in cloud storage to ensure
data security as data intrusion can occur easily. The forth is IoT devices. IoT devices become a
new phenomenon today and forward. IoT devices are used today such as sensors for safety,
medical, and so on systems. These devices have a lack of resources such as a battery, memory
size, and processor. Therefore it requires a lightweight algorithm and a small size of data.

Cloud

Data Owner

Figure 3: Conceptual Framework for CP-ABE algorithm in IoT devices
As shown in figure 4, there are four algorithms in the CP-ABE scheme. The first is setup
algorithm, master public key and master secret key will be generated. Master public key will
be used in encryption algorithm, keygen and also decryption algorithm. While the master secret
key will be used to generate a private key in the algorithm keygen.
The second algorithm is encryption. After the master public key is generated, the data
owner can apply from the key authority and can encrypt the data using the master public key
that is given and also defines the access policy for the ciphertext. Only the attributes mentioned
in the access policy that will successfully access the ciphertext.
The third algorithm is keygen. Keygen algorithm operates to generate decryption key or
private key for the user to decrypt the ciphertext. The key authority will validate user attribute
and then use the master secret key and combined with user attribute to create user private key.
The fourth algorithm is decryption. In this algorithm, the user or IoT device will use the
private key that has been generated in the keygen algorithm to decrypt the ciphertext. If the
attribute contained in the private key match with the attribute in the access policy then the
process decrypt will succeed.
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Setup
(1)

Key Authority

Encryption

Owner

Master Public key & Master

(2)

Data + Access Policy

Ciphertext

KeyGen
(3)

Key Authority

Decryption

Private Key

(4)

IoT Device

Document

Process
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Key Authority setup the Master Public Key (PubKey),
Master Secret Key (SecKey)
Owner encrypt Document (Doc) + PubKey + Access Policy
(AC) -> Ciphertext (C)
Key Authority generate private key for user PubKey +
SecKey + Attribute ( A) -> Private Key (PvKey) (run by
Central Authority)
User Decrypt Public key + PvKey + C -> Doc

Figure 4: Four Algorithm in CP-ABE cryptography scheme
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4

Conclusions

From the previous explanation, it can be concluded, this paper proposes the framework
to produce a lightweight cp-abe algorithm for IoT devices. The proposed algorithm allows one
message or ciphertext placed in the cloud to be accessed by many IoT devices as long as it
meets the policy set in the access policy. Expected output that will be obtained from research
analysis later is size decryption key and also size ciphertext is do not increase with number of
user attribute. Besides the small size, it is also constant size. This is because the big challenge
in CP-ABE is to make sure attribute embedded in a private key are not influence the size of
keys, as well boolean in access policy not affect the size of ciphertext.
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